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Hi there! How cool that you
downloaded our Photography 101
E-book! My name is Steff, and I
am the photographer behind
Dingo ate my Ticket. I have been
an amateur photographer for 5
years now, and have expanded
to photography as part of my
profession since 2020. What I
mainly hope to share in this
quick guide is that it's not all
about gear, but more so about
knowing your gear and working
with what you have. And above
all, have fun!

hello!INTRODUCTION

Best regards,

Steff & Olive



guidePHOTOGRAPHY

Let's start with the basics - gear. I
strongly believe you do not need
the fanciest gear to take amazing
photos. Of course a more
expensive camera or lens is going
to help, especially with low light or
indoor situations, but it's not a
requisite of being a good
photographer. Shoot with what
you have, whether that is a phone
or a beginner DSLR, or a high end
camera. When you start though,
my bigges tip is to read the
manual! Usually you can find
youtube manuals if you're not a
fan of reading, but reading the 

manual helps so much in getting to know
exactly what your camera is capable off, and
where to find basic settings. After that, start
taking it everywhere. Play with the settings,
see what each setting does to the photo, and
slowly you will start finding the balance.



Most cameras, even phone ones, come with pro or manual
options where you can set all the settings as you please. On
the next pages I'll explain to you exactly the three camera
settings that make up your exposure triangle. It is important
to find a balance between these settings, this is how you end
up with a well lit, sharp, and beautiful photo!

EXPOSURE TRIANGLE



Shutter speed is the length of time is allowed to hit the
sensor. This means if you have a very high shutter speed -
light only hits the sensor for a very short time, making the
picture darker but also makes you able to capture movement
faster without it getting blurry. In the same sense, a low
shutter speed keeps your sensor open to light for a long
time, which is how people are able to capture beautiful night
skies and such.

SHUTTER SPEED01.

To double the amount of light, we need to double the length
of the exposure. For dog photography, a subject that tends
to be very fast, I would try to keep shutter speed as high as
possible: 1/800 or higher for movement, and depending on
your lens around 1/200 lowers (if you do not use a tripod) for
portraits.



Aperture refers to the circular hole in the lens, and how big
this is. Have you seen those pictures with the nice blurry
background? Yup - that happens when you have your
aperture fully open to let in all the light. To remember - the
lower the number (most lenses go to about 1/8), the wider
the lens opening, the shallower your field of depth, and the
blurrier your background will be, but also the lighter your
photo will be as you are letting more light through the
opening.

APERTURE02.

Usually I would advise keeping your aperture a couple of
stops higher than the lowest it can go, simply because you
have a higher chance of tack-sharp shots, and even if your
dog moves a little you will still have him or her in focus. For
most lenses, you can look online what the sharpest F Stop is
for your lens, and adjust to that!



ISO is a camera's digital way to add more light to a photo.
This comes in super handy when shooting in a low light
situation, however it comes with some downsides. Cheaper-
end cameras are usually not able to handle a very high ISO,
and introduce a lot of grain to your photo. Grain takes away
from the sharpness and can make editing your photos really
difficult!

ISO03.

Overall for dog photography, or any photography, I try to
keep my ISO as low as possible. 100 if I am able to, but I will
in some occasions go as high as 1600. More expensive
cameras are able to handle ISO a lot better, and with some
you can go super high without damaging the quality of your
photo!



SHUTTER SPEED

HIGH SHUTTERSPEED
SHARP
DARKER

LOW SHUTTERSPEED
MOTION BLUR

LIGHTER

APERTURE

HIGH F-STOP
CLOSED LENS
SHARP BACKGROUND
DARKER

LOW F-STOP
OPEN LENS

BLURRY BACKGROUND
LIGHTER

LOW ISO
DARKER
LESS NOISY

HIGH ISO
LIGHTER

MORE NOISY

ISO



This is the section where we get creative! With the right
posing, angle and framing of your photo you can create the
most magnificent photos - and just a few small tweaks can
make a big difference!

POSING, ANGLES & FRAMING

Fun poses can make a photo a lot more creative and playful,
so trying to teach some easy and fun tricks like wave or
putting their head low can already bring some playfulness to
your photo's. You can even take it up a notch and teach more
intricate things like holding items, sit pretty, and more! The
possibilities are endless!

Another thing not to forget is those fun candid shots -
posing can also be really free and playfull. Don't forget to
take your camera out when your dog is running and sniffing
around! 

Pro Tip
Varying angles can really 
create interest in your 
photography!



Angles are tricky - it took me a long time to start playing
around with new angles, but now I cannot imagine a photo
session without trying out all the angles I can think of!

There is a few basic angles that I think look really good with
dogs and those are:

Try shooting from afar and closer, for some locations it
might look better to include more, or less, of the
background!
Get down to their level! Laying on the ground will create
a very different look to your photo, and works so well in
dog photography!
High and mighty. I love shots taken from above - it can
create a very cute look to it, and almost takes your
viewers to a situation where they are looking down at
your doggo.
Wide angle close up. Lastly - if you have access to a
wide angle lense, I love taking closeups with these. It
creates almost a Fish-eye lens effect!



Search for a frame - Look for lines or blocks where you
can place your subject in that make a "frame" around him
or her.
Leading lines work similar to a frame - find lines that
"point" towards where your dog is posed, to lead the eye
naturally to the main focal point!
The rule of Thirds also help lead the eye of the viewer to
your dog - try to imagine three vertical and three
horizontal lines, and try to pose your dog on one of the
intersections to create interest
Create a frame with items, you can do his by putting
some leaves in front of your camera lens, shooting with
something else in front to create depth, or even by
editing in depth with overlays later!

Scroll to the next pages for some examples!

Framing is so much more important than you might think!
And there is a few quick and easy rules you can apply to your
photos to really bring them to the next level!

Pro Tip
Playing with depth by placing objects in front of 
your subject creates a lot of interest and life in 
your photos!



FINDING A FRAME

THE RULE OF THIRDS LEADING LINES

ADDING AN OVERLAY



All photos can use some editing - it's the moment where you
can really bring your vision of this photograph to life. From
just adding a tad of contrast, to totally overhauling the photo
- there are so many possibilities!

Nowadays, there are plenty of free excellent photo editing
apps available for your phone, but if you want to up it a
notch you can work on a laptop or iPad on Lightroom and
Photoshop. There are so many free resources online, but if
you need some help setting the mood in your photos, I would
advise starting with some premade presets that you can buy
on Etsy.

Over time, as you learn to use the programs you have
available, you will create your own flow and editing style,
which you can save as your own presets.

On the next page, I will share some of my favorite photo apps
for mobile!

EDITING

Pro Tip
Even a tiny bit of tweaking of 
your photos can create a sense 
of unity in your Instagram feed!



RecommendationsPHOTOGRAPHY APPS

There are so many great mobile apps available for free and
paid, in the end it's all about trying them and seeing what will
work for you!

A Design Kit 
(great for adding 
text!) & Canva 
(loads of free 
templates!)

VSCO mobile 
editing app 
(partially free!)

Snapseed (fully 
free and super 
usefull!!)

Adobe lightroom 
and photoshop 
(partially free on 
mobile!)



Challenge
JOIN 7-DAYS PHOTOGRAPHY 

Want to challenge yourself to get out of your comfort zone
and get your creative juices flowing? Join the 7-day Dingo ate
my Ticket photography challenge! When you sign up, you will
receive a new Photo prompt every day for 7 days. Make sure
to share your results on Instagram with the hashtag
#DAMTphotochallenge for a chance to win monthly goodies!

COMING SOON!


